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An Advertising Campaign for The 
Foundation of Arts in Jonesboro.

Dare to Donate
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INTRODUCTION: 
Located in the heart of historic downtown Jonesboro, 
The Foundation of Arts is a non-profit organization that is 
open year-round, offering community enrichment through 
arts education, community theatre, and outreach. The 
marketing goal for the FOA is to acquire donations, as the 
FOA is a non-profit entity and must survive by inadequate 
course fees and fundraising.

PROJECT GOAL: 
Create a donations campaign for the FOA in Jonesboro.
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step one
INTRODUCTION AND

PROJECT GOAL
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THE FOUNDATION OF ARTS: 
The FOA serves as a gathering place, visitor attraction, 
landmark, and anchor for the arts. 

THEIR PURPOSE: 
They have a mission to enhance the quality of life in the 
Jonesboro community through the arts. Their vision is 
to be a vital part of a vibrant community that recognizes 
the importance of art. They value good stewardship, 
community trust, learning opportunities, accessible art 
activities, and nurturing an environment that fosters 
creativity, self-expression, and growth.

501-C-3 NON-PROFITS: 
The FOA has been approved by the Internal Revenue 
Service as a tax-exempt, charitable organization. 

TARGET AUDIENCE: 
They need people with at least some disposable income 
in Jonesboro who may or may not be aware of the FOA. 
It could be anyone who has money to spare who wants to 
give to the community. When they give to the community, 
they give back to themselves.

COMPETITION: 
The values and mission of the FOA are far beyond any 
competition. All other art awareness activities and places 
help increase the awareness and appreciation of the arts.

INTERVIEW:
I spoke to Kristi Pulliam, the Executive/Artistic Director, 
over the phone. It was helpful to learn about their current 
donors’ care. It is important to grow and maintain the list 
of donors at FOA. 
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step two
RESEARCH
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IDEATION: 
I brainstormed features, benefits, strategies, and tactics that 
would catch the target audience’s attention. I wanted the 
consumer to participate, donate, and become aware of The 
Foundation of Arts in Jonesboro.

STRATEGY 1:
creative 
awareness of 
the FOA

TACTIC 1:
create/
update/
promote 
more social 
media 
platforms

TACTIC 2:
community 
performances

TACTIC 3:
reach out 
to schools, 
churches, and 
businesses 
for volunteer 
opportunities

STRATEGY 2:
show the 
value of the 
FOA

TACTIC 1:
create 
memories 
and nostalgic 
experiences

TACTIC 2:
be apart of 
something 
bigger than 
themselves

TACTIC 3:
step away 
from the 
task and 
technology of 
everyday life

STRATEGY 3:
gather 
donations

TACTIC 1:
benefits for 
contributors

TACTIC 2:
make it easy 
to donate 
online link 
and provide a 
receipt for tax 
purposes

TACTIC 3:
pull 
heartstrings 
and motivate 
people to 
donate

STRATEGY 4:
connect 
donors with 
the FOA

TACTIC 1:
The FOA 
cares about 
donors

TACTIC 2:
keep them 
updated and 
involved with 
what their 
donations are 
doing

TACTIC 3:
encourage 
participation 
with more 
than just 
donations
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IDEATION, COPYWRITING, SKETCHES, 
AND DIGITAL RENDERING

step three
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FOUNDATION
base
associations
organization
outreach

ARTS
profession
craftsmanship
crafts
design
entertainment
quality

COMMUNITY
people
relations
social
assemble
collective
gather
local

DONATE
award
give
provide
do one’s part
support
funds

FUTURE
destiny
youth
generation
community

IMPORTANCE
attention
care
concern
influence
value
priority

DONOR
contributor
benefactors
patron

STEWARDSHIP
care
cherish
guarding
protect

LEARN
gain
receive
discover

TEACH
advise
coach
demonstrate
instruct
lecture
prepare

ACTIVITIES
action
exercise
animation
endeavor
venture

NURTURE
care
raise
support cherish
provide

CREATIVE
innovative
visionary
original
inspired

GROW
advanced
develop
expand
increase
mature

EDUCATION
culture
guidance
learn
seek
obtain

BRIDGE
link
bond
connection
unite

COPYWRITING: 
Every ad campaign needs a headline to grabs attention. This is a mind 
map to expand on the values of FOA and produce a list of headlines. 

FEATURE 1:
community 
based.. 
ran by the 
community 
for the 
community

BENEFIT:
bring 
people 
together 
with a 
connection

SO WHAT?
builds 
relationships 
and social 
skills

SO WHAT?
feel 
prepared 
for social 
interactions

SO WHAT?
become 
ready to 
face the 
world/job/
interviews

FEATURE 2:
low-cost 
teaching 
of arts in 
a non-
competitive 
atmosphere

BENEFIT:
learning 
without the 
pressure of 
competition 
and money

SO WHAT?
education is 
stress-free

SO WHAT?
no pressure 
learning 
opportunity

SO WHAT? 
easy 
education

FEATURE 3:
open for 
everyone

BENEFIT:
nurturing 
environment 
with self-
expression, 
growth, and 
creativity

SO WHAT?
embrace 
diversity 
comfortably 
while 
having self-
discovery

SO WHAT?
welcoming 
everyone 
to explore 
creativity

SO WHAT?
comfortable, 
creative 
atmosphere

FEATURE 4:
they care 
about their 
donors and 
are focused 
on their 
purpose

BENEFIT:
remaining 
focused 
while 
treating 
donors like 
important 
individuals

SO WHAT?
donor-
centric while 
mission-
focused

SO WHAT?
donors are 
on the same 
page as 
FOA

SO WHAT?
donors 
investing 
in their 
passion

IDEATION: 
Here are four features of the FOA. Each feature is put through multiple 
“So What” steps to get to the solid benefit of each feature.
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SKETCHES: 
Using the headlines, I depicted 25 thumbnail sketches and 
then added my extra headlines at the bottom. The stars 
and arrows represent the four headlines and layouts that 
stood out the most. 
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YOU CAN

OPPORTUNITIES.B  ILDU

SUPPORTING THE ARTS IN 
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS.
WWW.FOAJONESBORO.ORG

SUPPORTING THE ARTS IN 
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS.
WWW.FOAJONESBORO.ORG

DIGITAL RENDERING:
I refined the top four sketches and headlines digitally. 
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wham!

pow!

bam!
whack!

be a hero

SUPPORTING THE ARTS IN 
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS.
WWW.FOAJONESBORO.ORG

 see your impact  see your impact 
while leaving 
your mark
while leaving 
your mark

SUPPORTING THE ARTS IN 
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS.
WWW.FOAJONESBORO.ORG
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The nbv

REVISIONS: 

After digitally rendering the sketches, I chose one of the 
ads to build my campaign. Shown above is the original ad 
from the ideation process. I changed the header space at 
the top so all of the ads could match.

SUPPORTING THE ARTS IN 
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS.
WWW.FOAJONESBORO.ORG
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step four
REVISIONS
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SUPPORTING THE ARTS IN 
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS.
WWW.FOAJONESBORO.ORG

“Contribute to Culture” was the final alteration to 
complete my set of ads. The background picture was 
not working with the header like it was in the other ads. I 
changed the background photo and header space to be 
cohesive with the others.

SUPPORTING THE ARTS IN 
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS.
WWW.FOAJONESBORO.ORG

“Fund Our Family” was the second heading that came 
from the “Raise A Renaissance” alliteration idea. I decided 
to keep the alliteration present in my campaign. The only 
revision after this round was to change the header space.



PRINT ADVERTISEMENTS:

Donations will fund families that won’t have the same 
opportunities without the FOA.
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step f ive
FINAL ADVERTISEMENTS

AND CONCLUSION
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Culture is found in the community and art. The FOA has 
the power to bring everyone together.
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The well-known historical phrase of the Renaissance takes 
viewers back to a history class or an art museum. It creates 
a connection from what has happened in history to what is 
happening right now.
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SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISEMENTS:
The big idea works in social media as well. The fun and 
engaging colors of the ads stand out to catch the target 
audience. They use the same typeface, texture overlay, and 
alteration as the print advertisements. I wrote the captions 
using hashtags and mentions to help the FOA build a 
social media presence and reach a bigger audience.
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MERCHANDISE:
Every good campaign is complete with fun merchandise! 
Merchandise can go anywhere from a t-shirt to an apron. It 
is a form of free advertisement and is letting people spread 
the word. Merchandise can also be used for a fundraiser. 
An apron will come in handy for anyone at home or the 
FOA. It can be used while painting props, doing crafts, or 
in the kitchen. Every creative need a sketchbook. These fun 
FOA sketchbooks are small for on-the-go thoughts. Wear 
an FOA baseball cap on those bad hair days. The t-shirt 
matches the colors found in the campaign.
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CONCLUSION: 

“Dare to Donate” 

Each visual communicates a different meaning while 
connected to the goal to raise the FOA’s donations. 
Alterations, the sketched overlay, and the fun typeface 
bring the creative work together. The design found in 
social media advertisements is a bright color palette and 
wave-affected text. Some may think that this disconnects 
the social media ads from the print ads, but the use of 
the same typefaces helps bring them back together. The 
social media ads are designed to stand out and catch the 
viewer’s attention as they are scrolling.

This campaign shows how giving to the FOA will create a 
significant impact in the community. There is something 
big about art. Proof of this lies in history. The Renaissance 
that started in the 14th century bridged the gap between 
the Middle Ages and modern-day civilization. With this 
campaign, donors are challenged. Do you dare to donate 
to our cause? Do you dare to raise a Renaissance? Anyone 
can be a part of the rebirth FOA is starting. The FOA is 
changing the very foundation of Jonesboro and wants 
everyone to join them.




